A World Union of Wound Healing Societies Initiative

PRINCIPLES OF BEST PRACTICE

Minimising pain at dressing-related procedures: “Implementation of pain relieving strategies”

Evidence Informed Practice
This consensus document is a World Union of Wound Healing Societies’ educational initiative building from both the momentum established by our first pain document in 2004 and also our evidence informed practice activities in preparation for World Union Congress 2008. Its content has been inspired by the need to supply evidence informed practice recommendations for improving wound-related pain (WRP) at dressing procedures. As an international educational initiative, this document is aimed at healthcare providers, patients, payers and policymakers involved in dressing-related procedures. The document provides strategies for pain management and tools for their implementation into clinical practice. The principles presented are based on a modified Delphi consensus process; combining evidence from the literature and its appraisal with expert knowledge from an international expert working group. For the concept of best practice to make a real difference in patient care, clinicians should consider adopting and, more importantly, implementing these recommendations, sharing them with colleagues, patients and caregivers. Pain assessment, management and documentation should be part of routine wound care, especially at every dressing procedure.

Professors Gary Sibbald, Keith Harding and Patricia Price

**INTRODUCTION**

Pain is a common occurrence in patients with chronic wounds for example pressure ulcers, leg ulcers, and foot ulcers. Neuropathic pain is frequent in people with diabetes that have a loss of protective sensation. We define wound related pain (WRP) as a noxious symptom or unpleasant experience directly related to an open skin ulcer. WRP may be background (chronic or persistent) pain that is experienced most of the time, compared to acute incident/procedure related pain from routine dressing changes or operative procedures such as biopsy or debridement.

Pain is best described by the patient as their subjective and personal experience. Many personal factors influence the pain experience including mood, anxiety and pain expectation. Pain is often exacerbated by other local wound care factors including dressing removal, wound cleansing, debridement of necrotic tissue, bacterial damage and inappropriate choice of dressing. This would explain why the majority of patients feel that pain is most intense during dressing change.

To minimise pain, various strategies (pharmacological and non-pharmacological modalities) must be considered at the time of wound care related procedures including dressing change.

Chronic unrelenting background WRP can have a negative impact on many daily activities, reducing patients’ quality of life. Patients describe wound-related pain as all encompassing and as one of the most devastating aspects of living with a chronic wound. However, the incidence and significance of WRP is often underestimated. Healthcare providers may consider pain management as a lower priority than other wound care issues, while patient surveys often rank the relief of pain as their most important concern.

To improve pain management, healthcare providers must reflect on their reluctance to prescribe and administer effective doses of pain medications due to common side-effects and unsubstantiated concerns about addiction. Some clinicians avoid asking about pain for fear that this may heighten patients’ awareness and, therefore, exacerbate pain! As knowledge about pain management continues to evolve, clinicians must keep abreast of the most current information to guide best practice initiatives and bridge the gap between scientific evidence and its integration into practice (knowledge transfer, implementation research).

A number of guidelines and consensus papers have been produced in the past, including the first Consensus Document from the WUWHS in 2004. The recommended three year periodic update of the new scientific evidence incorporating expert opinion and patient preference has led to the development of the current document.

**PAIN IMPRESSIONS**

“I have pain all the time. People don’t believe that I have pain”

“It hurts so much it (pain) is running my life”

“The dressing got stuck and the nurses had to soak the dressings for a long time before I allowed them to take it off”

“I feel so ashamed of myself because of the pain”

“I feel powerless... not able to do the things I need to do”

“I don’t want to be a burden to other people (because of the pain)”
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The chronic debilitating nature of wound-related pain necessitates a consistent evidence-informed care approach. The overall goal of this document is to raise awareness of WRP and make appropriate recommendations to integrate the management of wound pain into daily practice for healthcare providers, patients and policymakers. It is important to encourage an interprofessional team approach to provide optimal, documented and consistent pain management.

The purpose of this document is to:

• Update healthcare professional knowledge concerning wound-related pain.

• Formulate appropriate assessment of and documentation for wound-related pain.

• Appraise treatment strategies to reduce pain at dressing-related procedures.

• Incorporate the importance of the pain management to promote optimal wound healing and adequately preparing the wound bed.

• Recommend practical tools to implement practice change.

The ten identified consensus statements identified were initially developed by an international expert working group from several clinical disciplines. These consensus statements were further refined and modified based on the feedback from a web-based survey of wound care practitioners worldwide. In this document each statement is discussed individually, with the relevant evidence and expert opinion. Further details of the process and results can be found in an article submitted to the International Wound Journal.16

CONSENSUS STATEMENTS

1 Identify and treat the cause of the chronic wound and address concerns expressed by the patient, including a pain assessment at each visit

Frequency of visits may vary, depending on individual patient needs, practice environment and professional standards.

Wound-related pain may be alleviated by:

• Optimising blood flow with surgical and medical interventions in patients with ischemic ulcers (claudication/rest pain).

• Treating the cause, for example:
  – Reducing oedema in patients with venous leg ulcers by applying compression therapy.
  – Instituting appropriate pressure redistribution to remove the pressure associated with ischemic damage to the underlying tissues in patients with pressure ulcers.
  – Other factors that may potentially aggravate pain include incontinence, friction and shear.

• Addressing concerns expressed by the patient:
  – Improve pain-induced stress that can impede wound healing.21
  – Minimise neuropathic pain (burning, stinging, shooting, stabbing) which is not uncommon in persons with diabetes. If nociceptive pain (GATT – Gnawing, Aching, Throbbing, Tender)22 suddenly develops in a patient with loss of protective sensation, deep tissue infection (osteomyelitis) or deep structural damage (e.g. Charcot Foot) must be considered and addressed and treated promptly.
2 Evaluate and document pain intensity and characteristics on a regular basis (before, during and after dressing-related procedures)

Wound-related pain may vary over time, necessitating frequent reassessment. Although the majority of patients identify dressing change as the most painful aspect of wound care, patients also experience pain at rest between dressing changes and during their daily activities. Assessment of the pain can help clinicians to differentiate the background pain from procedure-related pain. The purpose of ongoing pain assessment is to:

a) Assess the temporal pain pattern for selecting and planning appropriate pain interventions
b) Determine the effectiveness of pain treatments/interventions
c) Analyse factors that can improve or worsen wound-related pain.
d) Identify barriers (patient/system factors) that can affect pain management.

A comprehensive pain assessment can be summarised by the mnemonic NOPQRST:
- **N**umber of painful sites,
- **O**rigin of Pain (what is the cause of the pain?),
- **P**alliative/Provocative Factors (what makes pain better or worse?),
- **Q**uality of Pain (what words would you use to describe the pain?),
- **R**egion/Radiation of pain (does the pain go anywhere?),
- **S**everity of pain (usually on a scale of 0 to 10),
- **T**emporal Aspect of the pain (does the pain get worse at night? Is it constant or intermittent?).

A variety of validated tools have been developed for pain assessment (Figure 1). The Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) is a commonly used uni-dimensional instrument to assess pain reported in the research literature. However, older individuals often prefer verbal or numerical rating scales for their ease of use and concreteness. For the paediatric or cognitively impaired population, the Wong-Baker FACES scale has been widely used in clinical practice. More recently the faces scale has been modified to reflect more adult orientated facial expressions. Behavioural pain tools encompass a wide range of indicators such as facial expression, body movements, crying or other vocal signals. These should be considered for patients who are not able to communicate verbally such as people with severe cognitive impairment. To standardise assessments, the same scale should be selected for ongoing assessment of pain.

A change in the pain level may indicate a need to reassess wound cause, new complications, the procedure, dressing, analgesic choice or other pain management interventions.

3 Cleanse wound gently, avoid the use of abrasive wipes and cold solutions

Wound-related pain may be exacerbated during dressing changes with dressing removal and wound cleansing tending to being the most painful aspects. To minimise pain, cleansing or irrigation solutions should be warmed to body temperature before use. The routine practice of using forceps or gauze to wipe the wound surface should be discouraged because this procedure may cause tissue damage and local prolonged pain. Analgesics should be utilised to minimise pain or consider an alternative cleansing method (e.g. irrigation).
Removing devitalised tissue is essential in preparing the wound for healing. Clinicians must be reminded that active or aggressive debridement should ONLY be considered in wounds where perfusion is adequate to support healing. There are different methods of debridement including: sharp, autolytic, mechanical, enzymatic, and biological; each method is associated with varying levels of pain (Table 1). The choice of debridement method must take into account the urgency and the healing potential. Pain is often most intense with sharp debridement unless the wound is associated with neuropathy.

To reduce pain associated with surgical debridement, EMLA (Eutectic Mixture of Local Anaesthetics), containing lidocaine and prilocaine, has been used successfully in studies with patients with venous leg ulcers.42

Saline wet-to-dry gauze dressing removes necrotic tissues that are adhered to the gauze material and may promote mechanical debridement. Although this debridement method uses inexpensive materials it is traumatic and painful. This technique should be abandoned as it is no longer recommended by any guidelines.42 Alternatively, clinicians should consider the less traumatic autolytic debridement method by applying moist interactive dressings, such as hydrogels, alginates, Hydrofibre, hydrocolloids and foam dressings (preferably with soft silicone “atraumatic”44 adhesive technology) that are less painful upon removal.45, 46

Enzymatic debridement utilises proteolytic enzymes such as collagenase, papain, urea, and others.47,48,49 A burning sensation has been reported with the use of enzymatic agents and there may be a risk of infection. Biological debridement, inoculating larvae into the wound base, can also be employed to remove necrotic tissue. This method of debridement is also associated with a variable amount of pain (Table 1).50,51

Several factors contribute to painful dressing removal, including dried out dressing materials, aggressive adhesives, and crusted wound exudate. Repeated application and removal of dressings with traditional adhesives52,53 creates trauma on the skin surface, leading to stripping of the skin barrier.46 In severe cases, erythema, oedema and blistering have been observed (contact irritant and allergic dermatitis). It has been consistently demonstrated that patients experience more pain with gauze dressings than with any type of advanced moisture balanced dressings.54,55,56,57,58 The soft silicone adhesive technology dressings (e.g. Safetac®) have been studied and documented to be less painful before, during and after dressing change when compared to other advanced dressings with traditional adhesives.52,59 Different types of dressing adhesives and their potential to cause or minimise pain are described in Table 2.
The diagnosis of wound infection is based on clinical assessment. Pain is one of the most common symptoms associated with wound infection. Cutting and Harding originally proposed the criteria for the diagnosis of infection in chronic wounds. Sibbald et al. created the mnemonic NERDS and STONEES to conceptualise the difference between superficial bacterial damage versus deep and surrounding skin infection in chronic wounds (Table 3).

**Note:** Care is required when using topical pain relieving treatments that may mask pain related to infection and potential misidentification.

**Table 3** Wound pain as a result of infection. If any three criteria for NERDS and STONEES are present this is reliable for the association with bacterial damage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bacterial Relationship</th>
<th>Pain</th>
<th>Clinical Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colonisation</td>
<td>Not usually present/Related to bacterial damage</td>
<td>Healthy granulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Local infection (critical colonisation, increased bacterial burden, covert infection) | May be painful | NERDS  
Non-healing  
Exudate (increased)  
Red friable granulation tissue  
Debris  
Smell |
| Deep and surrounding skin infection | Increased pain most reliable symptom and may be clinically more useful than any one individual sign | STONEES  
Size increasing  
Temperature increased [surrounding skin]  
Os [probes or exposed bone]  
New areas of breakdown  
Erythema/or Edema  
Exudate (increased)  
Smell |

Pain is induced by many local wound factors including wound-related inflammation (Table 4). Inflammatory cells and their mediators in wound exudate can break down newly formed tissue and irritate the peri-wound skin. Although the exact mechanism is not known, inflammation may be related to the primary wound cause, increased superficial bacterial burden or deep/surrounding skin infection, and recurring trauma. Wound-related pain may be minimised by avoiding factors that may prolong inflammation. Clinicians should review the previous discussions on treating the cause, selecting appropriate dressings and debridement methods to determine the least traumatic approach.

**Table 4** Wound pain mechanisms and treatment options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Injury</th>
<th>Pathophysiology of Pain</th>
<th>Treatment Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inflammation</td>
<td>↑MMPs; Tissue damage; Immune complex deposition; Bradykinin and related substance activation</td>
<td>Topical and systemic anti-inflammatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma [including friction, shear]</td>
<td>Activated inflammatory mediators and tissue injury associated with nerve damage</td>
<td>Protect exposed nerve fibres [e.g. moist wound healing dressings]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>Ischemic injury with tissue damage and nerve fibre irritation, reperfusion injury</td>
<td>Pressure redistribution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Oedema [venous, lymphatic, Congestive Heart Failure (CHF), ↓Albumin] | ↑Local interstitial pressure leading to tissue injury [impaired nutrient exchange: accumulation of waste products] | Venous, Lymphatic: compression, mechanical pumps  
CHF, ↓Albumin: Treat the cause |
7 Select an appropriate dressing to minimise wound-related pain based on wear time, moisture balance, healing potential and peri-wound maceration

In the early work by Winter, it was demonstrated that acute wound healing can be accelerated by maintaining the moist wound environment under occlusive dressings. Currently there are many types of dressings available with varying fluid handling (absorption, donation and partial retention) capacities to maintain the right balance of wound moisture.

Advanced foam dressings wick up and may partially lock in wound fluid and they are generally indicated in highly exudative wounds. However, foam dressings do not conform to wounds with depth; alginates and Hydrofiber are alternatives that could also handle high volumes of fluid.

For dry/desiccated wounds, hydrogels or moisture retentive dressings should be applied.

Where drainage volume exceeds the fluid handling capacity of the dressing, exudate can spill over to wound margins causing maceration and potential pain. As a general rule, wear time should be calculated according to the exudate level to avoid maceration or other complications. Soft silicone dressings (e.g. Safetac technology) and to some extent other adhesive dressings have an ability to seal the wound margins, minimising leakage and maceration.

8 Evaluate each patient’s need for pharmacological (topical/systemic agents) and non-pharmacological strategies to minimise wound-related pain

The World Health Organization (WHO) provides a step-wise approach to nociceptive pain (GATT = Gnawing, Aching, Throbbing, Tender) management starting from non-opiates such as acetylsalicylic acid, acetaminophen, or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents (NSAIDS) for the treatment of mild pain. As pain becomes more severe, clinicians need to consider the use of weak opiates such as codeine for moderate pain and stronger opiates (morphine, oxycodone) for severe pain (Figure 2).

Adjuvant therapies such as antidepressants and anti-convulsants may be indicated for neuropathic pain (BSSS = Burning, Stinging, Shooting, Stabbing). To minimise systemic side-effects, topical use of anti-inflammatory agents has demonstrated some promising results.

The multi-factorial nature and complexity of pain necessitates the use of other non-pharmacological approaches to address pain. These techniques may include the use of: relaxation, music, touch, visual stimulation, hypnosis, stress reduction strategies, guided imageries, behaviour and cognitive therapy, along with distraction. Simply talking to the patient and engaging in the patient’s life can be as useful as a “non-pharmacological strategy” – Listening and connecting – building a trusting relationship is essential.

Physical modalities such as electrical nerve stimulation, acupuncture, laser therapy and thermal therapy have also demonstrated promising results in the management of wound pain.
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Many patients with chronic wounds describe feelings of depression, powerlessness, and social isolation. It was demonstrated that patients with venous leg ulcers, who attended a social leg club were more adherent rather than compliant to treatment and experienced less wound-related pain. Patients may be able to cope with pain if they feel empowered by sharing their experiences with fellow patients and other healthcare providers (Figure 3). Similarly, pain can be improved by building therapeutic relationships, providing better communication and education.

As part of a large scale international survey, 16,2018 patients were asked to rate the different stages of the dressing change procedure, using a 1-5 scale (1 = no pain, 5 = very painful). If the symptoms are ordered by their mean scores, the order of the symptoms in terms of pain during dressing change is: touching/handling the wound, cleansing, dressing removal, time after application of new dressing, and time waiting for dressing change. Patients were also asked to describe the extent to which they agreed with four statements on dressing change pain and living with long-term use of pain medication: 80.1% of patients responded that they liked to be actively involved in their dressing changes, 58.1% responded that they were concerned about the long term side-effects of medication, and 40.3% of patients indicated that the pain at dressing change was the worst part of living with a wound.

**Figure 3** Patient and caregiver relationship
There have been several initiatives on standardised pain assessment that started with the first World Union pain consensus document.

For example, the work done by Hollinworth that was presented in 2005 and the pilot work by Lindholm leading the way in recent years. In the United Kingdom in 2006 Mölnlycke Health Care Ltd, developed and launched a program to aid the implementation of the existing pain guidelines by providing the practitioner with a framework to document and guide care. This program, called Heal Not Hurt, has been piloted with excellent feedback from clinicians, demonstrating a change in practice that has improved the assessment, management and documentation of wound-related pain.

Wound-related pain is an issue for many patients with wounds and therefore there is a real need for healthcare professionals to implement pain assessment (Table 5) preferably using a standardised pain assessment tool. Just as cleansing, assessing, tracing/measuring and routine photography have become standard practice and documentation within wound care in some constituencies, the assessment, monitoring and evaluation of wound-related pain should become a part of everyday practice at every dressing-related procedure.

In order to facilitate this, a simplified pain assessment tool has been developed and is found in the centre of this document or if missing can be downloaded from www.wuwhs.org or www.molnlycke.com.

### How to get started

- **Have an individual desire** to improve patients’/individuals’ wound-related pain (WRP) experiences, in particular at the time of dressing related procedures
- **Commit to change** in practice so that through assessment, we can better understand, monitor, manage and improve the patients’ lived experience
- **Accept the obligation and responsibility** of ALL HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS to relieve suffering
  - WRP can be the main patient concern when living with a chronic wound (e.g. leg ulcer)
  - WRP is associated with reduction in quality of life for the patient
  - WRP is associated with sometimes unbearable suffering
- **Make WRP assessment a part of everyday clinical practice**
- To better understand we need to **ASK, REPORT and ACT** to the patient’s individual and unique story
- The information from the assessment will thus serve as a **basic guide to optimal pain relieving actions**, either as systemic or local treatments or combinations of these
- **Monitor the impact** of procedures and interventions
- **Work as a team** to address and minimise WRP and address unique individual needs and concerns
- **Keep patient focal** and central to process
- **ACT!!**
  - Identify the responsible persons at your clinical setting that decide on the design of patient records and follow up systems
  - If possible, get agreement by these colleagues to implement pain assessment in the regular assessment procedure
  - Add into patient records

**Table 5 Implementation process**
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

One of the most important parts of any evidence based initiative is its implementation into practice. This document provides the background, evidence and more importantly TOOLS to help with the implementation of the assessment, documentation and treatment of wound-related pain. Healthcare professionals have the responsibility to understand, assess, manage and evaluate wound-related pain for both the patient and the wounds perspective. When one achieves a REAL understanding of wound-related pain, this benefits both the wound and the patient including the management of dressing-related pain. Don’t wait – ASK – REPORT – and more importantly ACT and IMPROVE (Figure 4).

Do healthcare professionals REALLY understand the patient’s wound related pain (WRP) experience at dressing change?

THIS IS OUR RESPONSIBILITY

1. Do patients experience WRP?
2. If yes... WHERE?
3. WHEN? (does it include at dressing change)
4. WHAT type? (what words are used to describe WRP)
5. What makes WRP WORSE? (at dressing change)
6. What makes WRP BETTER? (at dressing change)
7. KNOW WRP score BEFORE, DURING, AFTER (at dressing change)
8. Monitor/ Evaluate INTERVENTIONS & WRP scores
9. Make WRP assessment standard practice
10. IMPROVE the patient’s WRP experience


Figure 4 Ask-Report-Act
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